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This book provides a comprehensive overview of the historical background, genres, and
performers of the traditional performing arts of Korea, such as puppet plays, mask dramas, and
Pansori, a uniquely Korean form of narrative song, which originated from the singing and
dancing traditions of the ancient Korean people. It offers a detailed introduction to a variety of
Korea’s traditional performing arts.
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INTRODUCTION From antiquity, the excellence and originality of the Korean performing arts
were enhanced through exchanges with neighboring countries. As early as the Three Kingdoms
period (57 BCE-668 CE), Korean culture was popular in China and Japan. From that period to
the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910 CE), Koreans assimilated the performing arts of other countries
to enrich their own performing arts culture. By “Koreanizing” the cultural imports, or adapting
them to their own tastes, Koreans created and enjoyed various new styles of performing
arts.During the Three Kingdoms period, the performing arts flourished because when Koreans
encountered foreign cultures from China and some regions in central Asia, west Asia and India,
they could embrace foreign influences based on their own tradition of indigenous performing
arts, whose roots extended back to performances that spontaneously developed from the
singing and dancing traditions of the ancient Korean states—that is, the rites offered to the
heavens, such as Yeonggo of Buyeo, Dongmaeng of Goguryeo, and Mucheon of Ye, as well as
the agricultural rituals of Mahan. Since the three kingdoms already had their own well-
established performing arts, without which the influx of foreign culture might have been lost,
foreign forms of performing arts were accepted, developed and re-created, then transmitted to
other countries, mainly back to China and Japan, thereby facilitating cultural exchanges in the
true sense of the word.The inter-relationship between the performing arts in East Asia is evident
in the nomenclature used in each country. The types of performing arts called baekhui, japhui or
sandae-hui in Korea were called sanyue or baixi in China and are now currently known there as
zaji. In Japan, they were known in the distant past as sangaku or sarugaku, but now they are
grouped under the term geinoh, which includes other sophisticated theatrical genres such as
noh (poetic mask-dance drama), bunraku (a puppet drama) and kabuki (a merchant class
theater form). Korea, China and Japan were familiar with each other’s forms of entertainment
and commonly enjoyed them. In Korea, they are known as Sanak-baekhui (literally,
miscellaneous music and all sorts of entertainment) and include 1) acrobatic feats and stunts; 2)
magic arts; 3) plays in animal disguises; 4) animal stunts; 5) puppet plays; 6) farce; 7) song and



dance performances and; 8) musical performances. What is notable here is the fact that some
performance elements in the Sanak-baekhui category are shared with many East Asian
performance forms, such as the Chinese nuoxi (mask play) and the Japanese noh. In Korea,
aspects of Sanak-baekhui contributed to the development of more sophisticated styles of
traditional plays appearing in the late Joseon Dynasty, such as Bonsandae-nori (mask-dance
plays performed in Seoul), Pansori (Korean traditional narrative songs performed by a solo
singer with a solo drummer as accompaniment), and Kkokdugaksi-nori (puppet plays).To
reiterate, the Sanak-baekhui modes of performing arts were common in Korea, China and
Japan. By focusing on these entertainment forms, this book attempts to reveal the East Asian
universality inherent in Korean performing arts. In the process, the types of performing arts
appearing in the tomb murals of the Goguryeo Kingdom (37 BCE-668 CE) and various historical
documents are reviewed and examined. Furthermore, the evolution of the Sanak-baekhui is
detailed in order to explain various aspects of Korean traditional performing arts, their regional
distribution, classes of the performers, and the connections that these performances had with
the performing arts of later generations.In addition to the Sanak-baekhui, Korean traditional
performing arts include a variety of other forms such as Gamu-baekhui (all sorts of
entertainment with singing and dancing), Sandae-japgeuk (miscellaneous plays performed in
front of the sandae stage), and Narye (year-end ritual), for example. Any meaningful explication
of the rich history of Korean traditional performing arts must include a look at the types of
performing arts, the events for which they were performed, the classes of people who either
performed or viewed them, and their development over time. After all, traditional performing arts
were offered for a variety of events by a specific class of people, and these events were closely
linked to changes in the dominant religion or ideology of the time, shifts in dynasties and other
social changes. This book, as it explains the history and characteristics of ancient and traditional
Korean performing arts, includes occasional references to Chinese and Japanese literature and
fine art because it is often the case that some aspects of Korean traditional culture only briefly
mentioned or not even mentioned at all in Korean records are explained in detail in historical
materials from these two neighboring countries.

I. ANCIENT TIMES In this book, the term “ancient times” refers to the age before the Three
Kingdoms period (57 BCE-668 CE). The performing arts of this age were mainly the singing and
dancing that accompanied religious rites, evidence of which can be seen in many relics, ruins,
and stone engravings throughout the Korean peninsula. The Korean people, who occupied the
southern part of Manchuria and the Korean peninsula around the first century CE, held
agricultural rituals in which they sang and danced, and prayed for their safety and an abundant
harvest as well as made religious offerings to the heavens.In the Book of Wei from the Chinese
historical text, Records of Three Kingdoms, the “Account of the Eastern Barbarians” describes a
religious rite held in the first lunar month to worship heaven: “[Around the first century BCE, a
tribal state called] Buyeo held the Yeonggo ceremony, in which people gathered to eat, drink,



sing and dance for several days.” The literal meaning of Yeonggo is “welcoming drum,” which
implies that people at that time welcomed the gods by beating drums and playing music. The
description of the event is consistent with today’s village exorcism rituals (dongje), whereby
villagers hold a rite for the guardian deities at the village shrine on the 15th day of the 1st month
of the lunar calendar, and entertain themselves after the rite by playing traditional farmer’s
music.Various Bronze Age stone engravings depict scenes of ancient performing arts. Pictures
engraved on the tops of dolmens found in or near Yeongil, Gyeongju, Haman, and Yeosu reflect
the social status of the dead as well as the feelings of the mourners who must have drawn the
images in memory of the person buried under the stones. One may conjecture from these
depictions that collective performances were probably carried out during the funeral
ceremony.The Bangudae Petroglyphs located in Daegok Village, Ulju County, contain over 200
images of various land and sea animals, such as tigers, deer, a wild boar, turtles and whales.
There are also scenes of people dancing naked or hunting with bows and arrows Fig. 1. Two
masks are also carved on the stone. This rock art, expressing the ancient hunters’ earnest
prayer for ample game, has images of hunting, a sacrificial rite that must have been offered after
returning from the hunt, and a festival celebrating the good harvest with merry
entertainment. Fig. 1. Whale, turtle, tigers, deer, a wild boar and human figures in the Bangudae
Petroglyphs in Daegok Village, Uljin County (rubbed copy) II. Three Kingdoms Period The three
kingdoms—Goguryeo, Baekje and Silla—enjoyed musically rich cultures by adopting influences
from China and the countries in the Western Regions. From the time when Emperor Wu (r.
141-87 BCE) of the Chinese Han Dynasty invaded the first Korean state, Gojoseon, China
exerted great influence over the Korean peninsula. The term “Sanak-baekhui” refers to the
performing arts transmitted to Korea from China and the Western Regions in the Three
Kingdoms period, performances of which are depicted in tomb murals of the Goguryeo
Kingdom, presumed to date from the mid-third century to the mid-fifth century CE. Goguryeo’s
adoption of Chinese performing arts is mentioned in Chinese literature as follows: A. From Entry
30 [The Buyeo State] in the chapter “Biographical Account of the Eastern Barbarians” of the
History of the Later Han:In the first year of Emperor Shun (r. 136-141 CE), the king [of Buyeo]
came to the capital to have an audience with the Emperor. The Emperor had eunuchs play
musical instruments and perform juedixi to entertain his guest before he returned. B. From the
entry on Goguryeo in the chapter “Account of the Eastern Barbarians” in the Records of Three
Kingdoms:In the Han Dynasty, musicians and performers were sent [to Goguryeo as a gift]. C.
From Entry 75 in the chapter “Biographical Account of the Eastern Barbarians” of the History of
the Later Han, Vol. 85:Emperor Wu, who destroyed Joseon [Gojoseon], annexed Goguryeo to
be part of Xuantu and bestowed musicians and performers [to the new subjects]. It would be
correct to interpret the word “juedixi” in Item A as a Sanak-baekhui performance, rather than
apply the word’s current meaning, wrestling. Unlike today, when the word means only wrestling,
it had both meanings in the Han Dynasty period. Items B and C describe the same event:
Emperor Wu of Han China sending musicians and performers to Goguryeo.The tomb murals of



Goguryeo have many scenes depicting various kinds of performances, such as stilt walking, bell
juggling, juggling with small wheels, equestrian feats, knife stunts, wrestling games (including a
taekwondo-like game called Subakhui), mask plays, and monkey stunts. A mural in Anak Tomb
No. 3 includes a scene in which the performers appear to be non Korean. While musicians play a
long horn, the Korean mandolin wanham and the Korean zither geomungo, one man wearing a
turban-like headpiece with a red dotted pattern performs a mask dance. With a big-nosed mask
on his face, the man dances with his legs crossed and his hands in a clapping posture. The
crossing of the legs is a dance motion non-existent in Korean dance but it is typical in the
dances of India and other countries in the Western Regions, and the headpiece looks like an
Indian turban. Thus, the man is presumed to be a foreign dancer or a Korean dancer performing
a foreign dance disguising himself as a foreigner with a mask Figs. 2-4. Ancient Korean
performing arts were introduced to Japan from the three kingdoms of Korea between the mid-
fifth century to the mid-ninth century CE. The performances of Silla were introduced first,
followed by those of Baekje and Goguryeo, and then the performances from all three kingdoms
existed as independent types of performing arts. However, the Japanese term koma-gaku
(music of Goguryeo) was applied broadly to dancing, singing, and other performances as well
as music. In the mid-ninth century, when Japan set out to classify performing arts imported from
other countries, those from the Chinese Tang Dynasty and India were categorized as the “Music
from the Left” and those from Korea’s Goguryeo, Baekje, Silla and Balhae (Parhae/Manchuria)
kingdoms, the “Music from the Right.” The latter was also called the “Music of Goguryeo” as a
generic term designating all kinds of performing arts from Korea, and included 24 works, of
which 12 were mask dances with musical accompaniment. Fig. 2. Musical performance and
dancing depicted in the “Mural of the Mask Play” in Anak Tomb No. 3 (Goguryeo Kingdom). Fig.
3. Illustration of the scene in Fig. 2. The Chinese listed two works from the “Music of
Goguryeo” (the Swirl Dance and the Long Sleeve Dance Fig. 5) among the works included in the
“Ten Best Performances” of the Chinese Tang Dynasty (618-907 CE). The Swirl Dance, in which
the performer swirled around like a whirlwind, originated from the Western Regions, including
territories around Samarkand in modern Uzbekistan. Fig. 4. The dancer in the “Mural of the Mask
Play” in Anak Tomb No. 3. As for Baekje performances, they included Nongjujihui (bell juggling)
and, more notably, a mask play called Giak, a pantomime in which the performer wore a mask
with the facial features of a man from the Western Regions. According to a Japanese book,
Abstract on Morality (1233 CE), Giak, a mask dance morality play performed as a musical
offering in Buddhist rituals, was introduced to Japan in 612 CE by Mimaji, a Baekje citizen who
had learned it in Wu Dynasty China. Fig. 5. Long Sleeve Dance in the Mural of the Muyongchong
Tomb The performing arts of Silla included Gamu-baekhui (various entertainments with singing
and dancing), Hwangchangmu (Masked Sword Dance), Bangul batgi (Bell Juggling), Sajamu
(Lion Dance), Muaehui (Dance of the Free Spirit), Iphomu (Jar-Entering Dance) and Sillabak
(Lion Dance of Silla). Gamu-baekhui refers to a group of performances that shared their origin
with the Chinese sanyue and baixi. The term “Gamu-baekhui” first appears in the Historical



Record of the Three Kingdoms in an entry dated 32 CE. The Reference of Literature also
mentions the Gamu-baekhui performed in the Palgwanhoe Festival, a religious ceremony first
held in 551 CE. Hwangchangmu, a sword dance performed by masked dancers, was a
dramatized dance performance based on the legendary story of Gwanchang, a young Silla
nobleman who was killed by General Gyebaek of Baekje in the battle that led to Baekje’s
downfall.
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